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The Problem
In today's digital world, we generate a staggering amount of data. From important

business documents and educational materials to cherished personal memories like

photos and videos, our lives are increasingly digitized. But this digital revolution

introduces a host of challenges:

1. Data Fragility and Technological Obsolescence: Digital data, unlike physical

objects, is highly fragile. A hard drive failure, a lost password, or a misplaced

device can lead to irrevocable data loss. Additionally, as technology evolves,

data stored in older formats can become inaccessible. Software applications

used to open certain file types may become obsolete, rendering the data

unreadable.

2. Data Security and Privacy: As more of our life becomes digitized, ensuring the

security and privacy of our digital assets becomes increasingly critical.

Traditional cloud storage solutions are centralized, making them susceptible to

hacking, data breaches, and unauthorized access. In addition, many cloud

providers have access to user data, raising privacy concerns.

3. Control and Ownership: Many existing digital storage solutions do not give

users full control over their data. Users often have to trust third-party providers

to handle their data responsibly, which is not always guaranteed.

4. Longevity and Permanence: Most digital storage solutions are not designed

for long-term data preservation. Over time, data can become corrupted, or

storage providers may cease operations, leading to data loss.

5. Inter-generational Transfer: There is currently no straightforward way to

ensure our digital assets can be securely passed down to future generations.

Existing solutions do not typically allow for easy transfer of data ownership and

access rights.
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6. Decentralization: Centralized storage solutions have inherent risks, including

single points of failure and susceptibility to legal issues or company shutdowns.

Decentralized solutions are needed to mitigate these risks and give users full

control over their data.

These challenges underscore the need for a secure, reliable, and user-controlled digital

preservation solution like Yourney.
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Unique Selling Proposition
Yourney stands out in the digital preservation space due to its unique blend of

advanced technology, user-centric design, and commitment to long-lasting, secure

storage. Here's why Yourney is unique:

1. Blockchain Technology: Yourney harnesses the power of blockchain

technology to create unique digital tokens that encapsulate and safeguard

various types of data. This ensures every piece of data stored on Yourney has a

unique, unalterable identity, providing an added layer of security and

verification. This usage of blockchain technology ensures that data is not only

securely stored but also protected from technological obsolescence.

2. Variety of Capsules: Yourney offers three types of capsules to cater to diverse

storage needs:

● Files Capsules: Designed for business and personal documents, allowing

secure storage and controlled access.

● Memories Capsules: Provide a secure and lasting repository for personal

memories such as photos, videos, and audio recordings.

● Time Capsules: Allow for the secure and time-controlled release of

sensitive data with customizable access permissions.

3. Decentralized Storage: Yourney uses decentralized storage to ensure data

security and privacy. This approach ensures that no single entity, including

Yourney itself, can access or alter data without the user's permission. Also, by

distributing encrypted data fragments across multiple secure nodes, Yourney

ensures data safety even in the case of a data center failure or legal pressure.

4. Data Ownership: Yourney is built on the principle of customer sovereignty.

Users retain sole ownership over their data, and the original files and metadata

are never in the custody of Yourney but remain in localized device storage.

5. High-grade Encryption: Yourney employs high-grade encryption to protect user

data. This ensures that even if someone were to gain unauthorized access to a

data node, they would not be able to decipher the stored data.
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6. Inter-generational Transfer: Yourney allows users to securely transfer

ownership and access to their digital assets across generations. This ensures

that your digital legacy is preserved and accessible to your loved ones in the

future.

7. Future-Proofing: Through its 'keys not contents' philosophy, Yourney

future-proofs personal histories against unauthorized access now and in the

future. This emphasis on long-term, secure storage makes Yourney an ideal

solution for anyone looking to preserve their digital legacy.

8. User Control: With Yourney, users maintain control over their data. They can

decide when and to whom the data should be accessible in the future. This is

especially relevant in the case of Time Capsules, which can be set to become

accessible at a specific future date.

By combining these unique features and capabilities, Yourney provides a

comprehensive, user-centric solution for digital preservation, ensuring that users'

digital assets are securely stored, easily accessible, and preserved for future

generations.
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Market Size and Opportunity
The digital preservation market is vast and growing, spanning numerous sectors and

catering to both individuals and businesses. The need to safely store and preserve

digital assets – from personal memories to important business documents – is

universal and becoming increasingly critical in our digital age.

● Personal and Consumer Market: The proliferation of digital devices and

platforms has led to an explosion of personal digital content. From photos and

videos to personal documents and digital collectibles, individuals are looking

for secure and reliable ways to preserve their digital assets for the future.

● Family and Genealogy: With the increasing interest in genealogy and family

history, there is a growing need for platforms that can securely store and share

family trees, documents, photos, and other related digital assets.

● Professional Markets: Numerous professional sectors, including legal services,

healthcare, real estate, event management, academia, journalism, corporate and

business, regulatory compliance, and nonprofit and social services, require

secure and reliable digital preservation solutions for their critical documents

and data.

● Arts and Entertainment: Artists, musicians, and filmmakers need to preserve

their digital works, while collectors and fans are looking for ways to securely

store and showcase their digital collections.

● Education: Teachers and students need to store and share educational

materials, assignments, and research, which makes them potential users of

Yourney.

● Travel and Tourism, Wedding and Event Planning, Food and Cooking: These

sectors involve a lot of personal memories and important documents that need

to be preserved, offering potential user bases for Yourney.
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● Government and Public Records: Governments and public institutions have a

need to preserve digital records securely for long periods, presenting another

potential market for Yourney.

With an offering that spans across these diverse sectors, Yourney not only taps into a

vast market but also provides a solution to a universal need, making it a compelling

proposition in the digital preservation space. As the digital universe continues to

expand, the market opportunity for Yourney is expected to grow accordingly.
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Securing Your Digital Assets:
Yourney's Hashing Algorithm
At the core of Yourney's security measures is the use of a hashing algorithm, an

essential aspect of blockchain technology. This algorithm ensures that all data stored

in Yourney's Capsules are protected and can only be accessed by the owner or

individuals with whom the owner has chosen to share access.

A hashing algorithm is a function that takes an input (or 'message') and returns a

fixed-size string of bytes. The output, or 'hash', is unique to each unique input. It's

virtually impossible to derive the original information from the hash, making it a secure

way to store data.

When a user stores data in a Capsule, Yourney's system first processes the data

through the hashing algorithm. The resulting hash is a unique representation of that

data. This hash is then stored on the blockchain, providing a tamper-proof and

permanent record of the data.

When the user or an authorized person wants to access the data, Yourney's system will

retrieve the data using the unique hash. The system will then verify the user's identity

and authorization level before granting access.

This process not only ensures the security of the data but also gives the user control

over who can access their data. Even if Yourney's system was somehow breached, the

attacker would only see the hashes, not the actual data. They also wouldn't be able to

derive the original data from the hashes, ensuring that the user's data remains secure.

In conclusion, Yourney's use of a hashing algorithm provides robust security for all data

stored in its Capsules, ensuring that only authorized individuals can access the data,

and giving users peace of mind about the security of their digital assets.
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Understanding Yourney's System:
Yourney's Capsule system is designed to accommodate a variety of data types, with

each type of capsule - Files, Memories, and Time Capsules - supporting different file

formats to cater to a range of user needs.

Files Capsules

Files Capsules allow for the storage of a wide array of document types, making them

ideal for business and personal documents. Supported file types can include:

Text files: .txt, .docx, .pdf, .xlsx, .pptx, etc.

Code files: .py, .js, .html, .css, etc.

Archive files: .zip, .rar, etc.

Memories Capsules

Memories Capsules are designed to store multimedia files, preserving personal

memories such as photos, videos, and audio recordings. The supported file types can

include:

Image files: .jpg, .png, .gif, .svg, etc.

Video files: .mp4, .mov, .avi, etc.

Audio files: .mp3, .wav, .aac, etc.

Time Capsules

Time Capsules, with their unique time-controlled release function, can store a wide

variety of file types, depending on what the user wants to be accessed in the future.

This could include:

Text files: .txt, .docx, .pdf, etc.

Image files: .jpg, .png, etc.

Video files: .mp4, .mov, etc.

Audio files: .mp3, .wav, etc.

Code files: .py, .js, etc.

Archive files: .zip, .rar, etc.

The flexibility in supporting these diverse file types ensures that Yourney's Capsule

system can cater to a wide range of user needs, making it a versatile solution for

digital preservation.
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The Power of Integrations:
Enhancing Yourney's Digital
Preservation Capabilities
Integrations with other platforms are a crucial aspect of Yourney's digital preservation

solution. They enable seamless data transfer, enhance user-friendliness, and expand

the range of data types that can be preserved.

Integrations allow users to easily import files from various sources such as their camera

roll, Dropbox, Google Drive, and other platforms. This ensures that users can preserve

all their important files, regardless of where they are currently stored. By eliminating

the need to manually transfer files from these platforms to Yourney, integrations

enhance the user experience and make the process of digital preservation much

smoother and more convenient.

Furthermore, integrations with various social media platforms such as Instagram,

Facebook, or Twitter can expand the types of data that can be preserved on Yourney.

This allows users to secure and preserve their digital interactions, posts, photos, and

videos shared on these platforms, ensuring a comprehensive digital preservation

solution.

In summary, integrations are vital for Yourney as they facilitate easy and seamless data

transfer, enhance user experience, and ensure that Yourney can cater to a broad range

of digital preservation needs. Whether it's a memorable photo shared on Instagram, an

important conversation on Twitter, or a cherished post on Facebook, Yourney, through

its integrations, is capable of preserving these valuable digital footprints.
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Long-Term Data Preservation:
Yourney's Commitment to Data
Accessibility
At Yourney, we understand the significance of long-term data preservation and the

importance of ensuring continuous access to your digital assets. As part of our

commitment to our users, in the unlikely event of a platform sunset, we have a

contingency plan in place to ensure that users can still retrieve their data.

In such a scenario, Yourney will provide a downloadable software tool that allows

users to access and retrieve all their data directly from the blockchain. As the data is

hashed and stored on the blockchain, it remains secure and immutable, ensuring it can

be accessed and retrieved at any time.

This blockchain-based approach ensures that even if the Yourney platform ceases

operation for any reason, the data stored in the blockchain remains intact and

accessible. The downloadable software tool will serve as a key to unlock and retrieve

your data, ensuring that your digital assets remain accessible to you and your chosen

recipients.

In essence, Yourney's commitment to long-term data preservation and accessibility

goes beyond the lifespan of the platform itself. The blockchain serves as a permanent

and immutable repository for your data, ensuring its preservation for generations to

come.
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Case Studies:
Real-World Applications of
Blockchain in Digital Preservation
The application of blockchain technology has proven successful in preserving

memories and knowledge across various sectors and geographies. Here, we examine

two key case studies that underscore the potential of this technology.

The Estonian Government: Securing National Digital Records
Recognized as a global leader in digital governance, the Estonian government has

implemented blockchain technology to secure their digital records. This has ensured

the integrity and immutability of historical data, providing a reliable foundation for the

nation's digital infrastructure. The success of this initiative underscores the potential of

blockchain as a tool for preserving institutional knowledge and public records.

University of Melbourne: Enhancing Access to Academic
Research
The University of Melbourne's library system has adopted blockchain to create a

transparent and decentralized platform for preserving and accessing academic

research. This initiative has not only ensured the secure storage of academic work but

also facilitated easy access to research findings. This case study exemplifies the

transformative potential of blockchain in the academic sphere, particularly in

preserving the fruits of intellectual labor and facilitating knowledge dissemination.

These case studies demonstrate the transformative power of blockchain in preserving

precious memories and knowledge across generations. As we look to the future, it is

clear that blockchain will play a pivotal role in the evolution of digital preservation

practices.
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Yourney's Business Model
Yourney operates on a hybrid business model that combines Freemium and

Subscription-based models, with additional revenue streams through Marketplace

Commissions and Add-On Services.

1. Freemium Model: At its core, Yourney offers a free tier of service for individual

users that provides access to Memories and Files Capsules with limited storage

capacity. This encourages users to try the service without any upfront cost, and

experience the value and user-friendly interface of the platform. This free plan

also includes access to digital assets from partnered brands, serving as an

additional incentive for users.

2. Subscription Model: For users requiring more storage or access to premium

features such as Time Capsules, Yourney offers various subscription plans. These

plans are structured around the type and amount of storage required. This

model provides flexibility for users to choose a plan that best fits their needs,

and allows for scalability as their storage needs grow.

3. Enterprise Packages: For business users, Yourney offers tiered packages based

on storage requirements. These packages include additional services and

features tailored to businesses, such as customizable UX, priority customer

service, and assisted data recovery service. This allows Yourney to cater to a

wide range of businesses, from small businesses to large corporations.

4. Add-On Services: Yourney offers add-on services for both individual and

business users. These could include advanced encryption, personalized Memory

Guardians, data migration services, and more. These services provide additional

value to users and an additional revenue stream for Yourney.

5. Marketplace Commissions: Yourney also operates a marketplace where users

can trade time for Time Capsules. Yourney takes a commission from each

transaction, providing an additional revenue stream. This not only generates

revenue but also adds an additional layer of value for users, making Yourney

more than just a storage solution.
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The fundamental idea behind Yourney's Time Market is to establish an environment

where users can buy or sell additional time for their Time Capsules. The Time Market

operates similarly to a commodities market, where the item of value (in this case, time)

can be traded.

Time as a Currency

In this marketplace, time operates as a form of currency. Users can purchase additional

time to extend the travel of their Time Capsules beyond the standard five-year limit.

This could range from a few extra years to several centuries.

Transaction Process

When a user decides to buy additional time, they would enter the marketplace and

choose the amount of time they wish to purchase. Once the transaction is confirmed,

they will be able to apply time to any of their Time Capsule's. Future delivery date

would be extended accordingly.

Revenue Generation

Each transaction on the marketplace incurs a fee, which provides Yourney with a steady

revenue stream. This fee could be a flat rate per transaction, a percentage of the

transaction amount, or a combination of both.

User Value Proposition

For users, this marketplace adds a new layer of control and customization to their

Capsules. Not only can they preserve their memories or significant records, but they

can also control when these Time Capsules will be revealed, whether it's to their future

selves or to their descendants.

Time Selling

There might also be an option for users to "sell" their unused time. For example, if a

user initially planned to send a Time Capsule 20 years into the future but then decided

on a 10-year delivery, they could sell the extra 10 years into the marketplace.
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By combining these different revenue streams, Yourney ensures a diversified and

sustainable business model. The tiered subscription plans allow for scalability, catering

to a wide range of user needs, while the marketplace commissions and add-on

services provide additional value for users and revenue for Yourney. This business

model is designed to support Yourney's growth and long-term sustainability, while

delivering value to its users.
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Monetization Strategy
1. Enterprise Users:

● Storage-Based Packages: Yourney offers enterprise packages based on storage

requirements - for example, 25GB, 100GB, 1TB. The pricing could be tiered based

on the storage size. Enterprises receive Files Capsules and Time Capsules as

part of their package.

● Customizable UX: Enterprises have the option to customize the user experience

to align with their own branding or specific needs. This could be offered as part

of the package or as an additional service.

● Priority Customer Service: Enterprises receive preferential support to ensure

their queries and issues are resolved promptly. This could be a key selling point

for businesses that require reliable and quick support.

● Data Recovery Service: Yourney offers a data recovery service where an

additional backup is made on a different blockchain. This is an additional layer

of security, providing businesses with extra peace of mind.

● Add-On Services: Additional services can be provided for an extra fee. These

could include advanced encryption, personalized Memory Guardians, data

migration services, and more.
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2. Individual Users:

● Capsule-Based Subscriptions: Individual users can buy each type of capsule

(Files, Memories, Time) with different subscription plans based on storage

space. These plans can be upgraded as needed, providing a flexible solution for

individual users.

● Time Trading: For Time Capsules, users can either stake or buy time to extend

the block period. The first five years could be free with a Pro Plan, and additional

years could be added for a fee. This introduces an interesting dynamic where

"time" becomes a tradable commodity within the app.

● Partnerships for Digital Assets: Yourney collaborates with companies offering

special digital assets like digital collectibles from recognizable brands. Users

can receive and store this content in their capsules. This feature is offered in the

free plans for individuals and could serve as a means to attract new users to the

platform.

3. Marketplace:

Commissions: commissions could be taken from each transaction. This not only

provides a revenue stream for Yourney but also introduces a new dynamic

where Yourney serves as a marketplace for extended time for Time Capsules.
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Exploring the User Journey:
Navigating Yourney's Native Apps
Flow

1. User Sign Up/Log In

Users are presented with several options to connect seamlessly, such as via

email or Web3 wallets like MetaMask. This multi-option approach caters to a

wide variety of user preferences and ensures a frictionless entry point.

2. Plan Selection

Users are then guided to select between a business plan and an individual plan.

The business plan is more suitable for web-based app users, while the individual

plan is more appropriate for native app users, catering to the specific needs of

different user types.

3. Plan Details

For individual users, the Free Plan comes with limited storage and an active

Memories and Files Capsule, each with a limit of 500MB of space. The Time

Capsule is a premium feature and is not available in the free plan. This provides

a risk-free way for users to try out Yourney's services.

4. Integrations

Users are offered many integrations to connect the app with various sources,

such as their camera roll, Dropbox, Google Drive, various photo apps, notes,

video apps, etc. This ensures that users can easily import the files they want to

store, regardless of where they are currently located.

5. File Selection

After connecting their desired sources, users select the files they want to store in

their Capsules. This could be photos from a recent trip, an important business

document, or a personal journal entry.
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6. Capsule Selection

Once they have selected their files, users decide in which Capsule to store their

selection. This gives users control over how their data is categorized and stored.

7. Confirmation and Blockchain Minting

The process is designed to be completed in just three steps: Connect, Select,

Confirm. Once it's confirmed, all the info is hashed securely and minted on the

blockchain. This ensures the security and immutability of the stored data.

Time Capsule (Premium Feature)

The Time Capsule feature allows the user to store information that will be blocked and

cannot be retrieved until the set timestamp is reached. This is perfect for creating

digital time capsules to be opened in the future.

Dashboard

Users can view their Capsules in a clear and attractive dashboard. Capsules can be

renamed for easier identification and management. All files uploaded to a Capsule will

have metadata as information that will also be stored on-chain, ensuring that

information about the files is permanently preserved.

Sharing and Access Control

Only the user and those accounts they invite will be able to add more info to those

capsules. This gives users control over who can access and contribute to their capsules,

perfect for sharing with family or collaboration with colleagues.

The flow for business users is similar but with additional options and features

suitable for business use. It is designed to be intuitive and user-friendly, ensuring

a smooth and enjoyable experience for all users.
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Engaging Users:
The Role of Push Notifications in Yourney

● Promotional Notifications: If a partner brand launches a new digital collectible,

a notification could be sent to free plan users suggesting them to store it. The

message might say, "Brand X has just launched a new digital collectible! Secure

it in your Yourney capsule now."

● Geolocation-Based Reminders: If a user is in a new location or has taken

numerous pictures, Yourney could send a notification to remind them to store

some of their recent photos. The notification could say, "You've taken some great

photos today! Don't forget to preserve these memories in your Yourney

capsule."

● Calendar-Based Prompts: If a user has an important event marked on their

calendar, Yourney could remind them to store related pictures or documents. For

example, "Your anniversary is coming up! Remember to store those precious

moments in your Yourney capsules."

● Writing Prompts: Yourney could periodically prompt users to write a note or

journal entry to store in their capsule. This could say, "It's been a while since your

last note. Would you like to add a new memory to your Yourney capsule?"

● Usage Tips: Send occasional notifications with tips and tricks on how to make

the most out of the Yourney app.

● Storage Space Alerts: Notify users when they are nearing their storage capacity

and offer them the opportunity to upgrade their plan.
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● Time Capsule Alerts: Notify users when a Time Capsule is about to become

accessible, or when a Time Capsule has met its release conditions and is now

accessible.

These notifications can add value to the user experience, but it's important to use them

judiciously to avoid overwhelming users. Make sure users have the option to customize

or disable notifications as per their preference.
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A Unique Solution in the
Decentralized Digital Storage
Landscape
In the vast field of digital storage, Yourney emerges as a distinctive solution due to its

unique features, user-oriented design, and the application of advanced blockchain

technology. Here's how Yourney differentiates itself from other key competitors:

● Google Drive: While Google Drive offers cloud storage and file synchronization,

it operates on a centralized model. This doesn't provide the same level of data

security and privacy as Yourney's decentralized, blockchain-based solution.

Yourney's unique Capsule system, inter-generational transfer feature, and

time-locked access further set it apart.

● Dropbox: Dropbox is a widely-used centralized service for storing and sharing

files. However, it doesn’t offer the long-term preservation and time-capsule

features that Yourney does. User control over data is also more extensive with

Yourney.

● Amazon S3: Amazon S3 provides object storage with excellent scalability, data

availability, security, and performance. However, it mainly targets developers

and businesses, making it less user-friendly for individual users compared to

Yourney. Amazon S3 also lacks Yourney's unique features such as the Capsule

system and time-locked storage.

● iCloud: Apple's iCloud securely stores photos, videos, documents, music, apps,

and more across Apple devices. However, it's less accessible for non-Apple

users and doesn't offer features like the Capsule system, inter-generational

transfer, and time-locked access that Yourney does.

● Filecoin: Filecoin offers decentralized storage focusing on providing

infrastructure for the decentralized web. However, Yourney's more user-focused

approach, with an easy-to-use interface and unique features like the Capsule

system and time-locked access, sets it apart from Filecoin.
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● Storj: Storj provides a blockchain-enabled, decentralized cloud storage platform

that ensures secure and affordable storage. While it shares similarities with

Yourney in terms of leveraging blockchain technology for decentralized storage,

Storj doesn't specifically focus on long-term data preservation or features like

inter-generational transfer. It also doesn't offer a similar categorization or

encapsulation system like Yourney's Capsule system.

In conclusion, Yourney's combination of secure, decentralized storage with unique

features catering to individual users' needs makes it a distinctive player in the digital

preservation space. It's designed not just for storing digital assets, but also for

preserving them for future generations, providing a compelling solution for long-term

digital preservation.
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Yourney's Roadmap:
From MVP to Launch
Our roadmap outlines the steps we plan to take from the start of 2024, beginning with

private funding to build a minimum viable product (MVP) of the Yourney app, and

leading up to a full launch with comprehensive functionalities. Here's a detailed

timeline:

Q1 2024

● Secure private funding for MVP development

● Assemble the development team

● Begin development of the MVP

Q2 2024

● Continue with the development of the MVP

● Initiate user interface and user experience design

● Start integrating blockchain technology for secure storage

Q3 2024

● Complete the MVP development

● Begin internal testing and debugging

● Start user testing with a select group of early adopters

● Initiate a Seed Round for additional funding

Q4 2024

● Iterate on the MVP based on user feedback and testing results

● Add additional integrations with other platforms

● Continue refining the user interface and user experience

Q1 2025

● Finalize the app for public release

● Implement a marketing and PR strategy for launch

● Begin the process for app store submissions
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Q2 2025

● Official launch of the Yourney app to the public

● Continue gathering user feedback for future improvements

● Start the development of new features based on user feedback and market

trends

Q3 2025 and Beyond

● Launch the Time Market

Regular updates and new features based on user feedback and technological

advancements

● Continuous marketing and user acquisition efforts

● Further expansions and partnerships
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The Team: Baghead Labs
Baghead Labs is the innovative team behind Yourney. Comprising a diverse group of

experts in the fields of blockchain technology, data security, software development,

and user experience design, Baghead Labs has harnessed their collective expertise and

creativity to develop Yourney, a groundbreaking solution for digital preservation.

● Expertise in Blockchain Technology: Baghead Labs has deep knowledge and

experience in blockchain technology, a critical component of Yourney. The team

includes blockchain developers and consultants who have worked on various

blockchain platforms and have a deep understanding of its potential and

challenges.

● Data Security Specialists: The team includes cybersecurity experts who ensure

that user data is protected with the highest level of security. They bring their

expertise in encryption, network security, and data protection to make Yourney

a secure platform for digital preservation.

● Software Development and Engineering: Baghead Labs has a strong team of

software developers and engineers who turn innovative ideas into functional,

reliable, and user-friendly software. They bring their skills in coding, testing,

debugging, and software design to build and maintain the Yourney platform.

● User Experience (UX) Design: The team includes UX designers who ensure that

Yourney is not just functional and secure, but also easy to use and visually

appealing. They focus on creating a seamless user experience, from sign-up to

data storage and retrieval.

● Leadership and Vision: The leadership team at Baghead Labs has a clear vision

for Yourney and the future of digital preservation. They guide the team towards

this vision, ensuring that Yourney stays at the forefront of the digital

preservation space.
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The combined expertise and vision of Baghead Labs make them uniquely equipped to

develop and grow Yourney, providing a reliable and user-friendly solution for digital

preservation. We are committed to continually improving and expanding Yourney's

offerings, ensuring that it remains the go-to solution for preserving and protecting

digital assets.
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The Future Vision:
Phygital Preservation with Yourney
In envisioning the future of Yourney, we see a world where digital and physical realms

intertwine seamlessly — a 'phygital' reality. The next step for Yourney could be to

transcend the boundaries of the digital world and venture into the physical world,

creating a truly holistic and comprehensive preservation solution.

Imagine physical frames serving as nodes in our blockchain network. These frames

could be connected to Yourney, displaying your cherished memories stored in your

Memories Capsules. They could change daily, showcasing different memories, or could

be set to display specific memories on significant dates. Not only would these frames

add a physical dimension to your digital memories, but they would also enhance the

security and decentralization of our blockchain network.

Moreover, these frames could be passed down through generations, serving as

tangible pieces of your digital legacy. They could come to life on significant dates,

sharing cherished memories and important documents with your loved ones. This

'phygital' approach would enhance the inter-generational transfer aspect of Yourney,

making it more tangible and meaningful.

By integrating physical elements into our digital preservation solution, we can create a

more engaging and immersive experience for our users. This 'phygital' vision could

redefine the way we think about digital preservation, making it more accessible,

engaging, and meaningful.
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Conclusion: Yourney - Transforming
the Future of Digital Preservation for
Individuals and Businesses
In conclusion, Yourney is a groundbreaking platform that leverages advanced

blockchain technology to offer a secure and comprehensive digital preservation

solution. Its unique Capsule system supports a wide array of file types, providing an

easy-to-use interface for storing and categorizing important documents, cherished

memories, and time-sensitive data.

Designed for both individuals and businesses, Yourney caters to a wide range of digital

preservation needs. From personal memories and important family documents to

business contracts, research data, and corporate records, Yourney provides a secure

and reliable storage solution.

Yourney's innovative use of a hashing algorithm ensures robust security for all data

stored within its Capsules, guaranteeing access exclusively to the owner or those they

choose to share with. This level of security extends to the unlikely event of a platform

sunset, in which case, a downloadable software tool will be provided to allow users to

retrieve their data directly from the immutable blockchain.

Integrations with a variety of platforms, including social media networks and digital

asset repositories, enhance Yourney's versatility and user-friendliness. These

integrations enable seamless data transfer, thereby expanding the range of data types

that can be preserved and ensuring a smoother user experience.

Looking ahead, Yourney's roadmap outlines a clear path from securing private funding

for the development of an MVP app in early 2024, through to a full public launch with

comprehensive functionalities by the second quarter of 2025. This journey includes a

seed round for additional funding in Q3 2024, demonstrating our commitment to

continuous growth and development.

As we envision the future of Yourney, we see the potential for a 'phygital' reality, where

physical and digital realms intertwine seamlessly. Imagine physical frames connected

to Yourney, serving as nodes in our own blockchain network, and providing a tangible
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display of cherished memories stored in your Capsules. This vision could redefine

digital preservation, making it more accessible, engaging, and meaningful for both

individuals and businesses.

Yourney is more than just a platform for digital storage; it's a comprehensive solution

for digital preservation. With Yourney, your digital legacy, whether personal or

corporate, can be effectively preserved, not just for your lifetime, but for generations to

come.

Are you ready to join us on this Yourney?
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